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Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia 

Free as in freedom 
Free to access 
Free to change 
Free to distribute 
Free to distribute derivations 
 



Wikipedia 



Scientologists caught 
biasing articles   

Wikipedia 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Predecessor to 
Wikipedia founded; 
editing only from 
experts 

Conversion to 
Wikipedia; editing 
opened to everyone 

Wikimedia founded Commitment to 
never display 
commercial ads. 1,000,000 articles 

Wikipedia and 
Encyclopedia 
Britannica 
found to have 
similar accuracy 

In scientific fields  various studies 
found Wikipedia to have higher 
standards than peer-reviewed sources 10,000,000 articles 

Wikiversity founded 
Wikipedia Zero initiative 

25,000,000 articles 

6th most popular 
website, following 
Google, Facebook, 
Youtube, Yahoo, and 
Baidu.  

Wikinews, Commons 
founded Wikisource, Wikibooks, 

Wikiquote founded 

Wiktionary founded 

Politicians 
caught trying to 
influence 
elections by 
biasing articles 

30,000,000 registered 
editors; about 1% of 
which are active 



Sister project of Wikipedia 
It looks like Wikipedia. 
It feels like Wikipedia. 
Owned by the same foundation. 

Different mission 
Freedom of education 

Project priorities 
Create and host a range of free content. 
Host scholarly learning projects and 
supporting communities. 

Wikiversity 



Everyone creates and modifies content. 
Exposure to different ways of thinking. 
One easily accessible location for all the course content. 
Consistency and growth each semester. 

Wikiversity as a teaching tool 



People learn best when forced to explain it. 
Students are involved in constructing their own understanding. 
Students benefit from seeing other students’ perspective. 
A form of participation amenable to reluctant learners.  
Larger scope than locally hosted a wiki. 

Wikiversity as a teaching tool 



Four Approaches 



Instructor added basic content to Wikiversity course page. 
Students expand content. 

Partial content approach 



Students create all content 

Hands off approach 



Instructor creates blank Wikiversity course page and adds 
prompts to page for students to replace. 
Students add content to page as per given prompts. 

Logistical structure approach 



Purposefully omit some material from class. 
In groups students follow an IBL assignment to figure out the 
omitted material. 
In groups students create the Wikiversity course page. 
 

IBL project approach  



Some students enjoy editing Wikiversity. 
Most students like seeing the explanations other students write. 
Many students use it while reviewing for tests. 

Successes 

Quotes from students: 
“The Wikiversity page is a good source to go to clarify the notes taken in class that 
week.”  
“I think it helps to make us think” 
“I like the Wikiversity page because it gives me a chance to see what other people 
think about the new material” 
“I love Wikiversity, I admit I’m usually not a huge fan of online class supplements but 
this actually has helpful information + answered questions I was confused about”  



Some students don’t enjoy editing Wikiversity. 
A few students try to do as little as possible. 
Some content students add is lacking or difficult to read. 

Struggles 

Quotes from students: 
“Right now I’m having problems weaving Wikiversity into our program and class” 
“If I wait too long I don’t feel like I have something important enough to contribute” 
 
An actual contribution (on graph coloring):  
“To color all the vertices where no adjacent vertex is alike, use the least amount of 
colors possibles” 



Future Projects 

A continuing supplement that adapts over time. 
Create new Wikiversity courses. 
Statistically compare the effectiveness of Wikiversity as a 
pedagogical tool. 
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